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Coats  of  Arms  of  some Ricardian

Contemporaries
LAWRENCE T. GREENSMITH

Robert Stillington  d.  1491
Edward Story d.  1503

OUR msuops were obviously much contemporary with  each other  and our
Richard entirely so with both. Stillington had his  only See by the time Richard
was 14 years  old, and Story his first one when he was two years  older: both were
born long before him and  both  much  survived him.1 Information  about
Stillington  (however unreliable or conflicting) is as plentiful as that about Story
is scarce: that  they were  bishops  for  a  long time is about the only thing they
had in  common.

So much has  been  written about  Robert  STILLINGT ONin the lastthreeissues
of  Ricardian” that there is little of  interest  to say here without repetition.  He
was a canon of Wells in  1445, ten years  before  the first battle (St Albans) of the
York and Lancaster wars, and as much as 20 years  before  Edward was the first
Yorkist  king.  Prebendary of York and  then  of Southwell before  being Yorkist
keeper  of the privy seal in  1460, he was  bishop of  Bath  and Wells by 1460, and
in the  following year  Lord  Chancellor. Obviously he had qualities appreciated
long before King Edward even knew of them, and  must  have  continued  to have
them but, if you follow the  Ricardian  references, you can  decide  for yourself
why King Henry VII was as  much  interested in him (he  thought  him a dangerous
man) as were  both kings  Edward and Richard. Kendall3 devastatingly sums
him up: “a man of rather mediocre talents not remarkable for strength of
character.’ Stillington’s arms4 were:  Quarterly 1  and 4: Silver, 3  leopard’s  faces
black with red  tongues; 2  and 3: Red, on  a fess between  3  leopard’s  faces all
gold, 3  blue  fleurs-de-lys.  They are here shown impaled with the arms of the
Sec of  Bath  and Wells (the arms of  Bath  Abbey were  not used). The personal
arms provide  quite a  plethora of  leopard’s  faces: mercifully, the  tinctures  differ
and if  they are to be  seen  in full colour at Wells or elsewhere  they probably
look  very well. The Wells arms,5 blue, a saltire  quartered  saltircwise gold and
silver are unusual. It is easy to see in the silver and  blue  tinctures the dedication
of the cathedral, but there is  a  difference in  that  the four  limbs  of the St Andrew’s
cross  are parted with  another  tincture, gold. To have gold and  silver  metals
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STILLINGTON STORY

adjacent  is  against  heraldic rules, but there are exceptions (notably in the arms
of the Crusader  kings  of Jerusalem, where the whole shield is silver and gold).
To hfwe the  golden  marked  with  dots  is the only way to distinguish the two
meta  s.

The scanty information“ about  Edward  STORY amounts  to little more  than
this. He was chaplain and  confessor  to Elizabeth Woodville, chancellor of
Cambridge University and  Bishop of Carlisle  both  in  1468, was again chancellor
in  1471—73 and  then  translated to Chichester in 1477. He officiated at the King’s
funeral and was  also  one of his executors. It would be important to the  Wood-
villes that he and  other  bishops  should  be  among the leading faction in the new
young king’s  Council.  There  is evidence of  Story’s deep attachment to Chiches-
ter, both  cathedral and  city.

His  arms  in Burke are somewhat  unusual:  Per  fess,  silver and black, a
pale  counterchanged, and  3  storks black.  There  is  a  difi'erently worded form
in The  BIazon  of Episcopacy" which, as  given  to me, is  both  ambiguous and n’ot
capable of  being drawn as it stands.

That  the words  STORk  and  STORy have four letters in common may well
be no  accident; if so,  they could be reckoned as canting arms.  They  are here
impaled with those  of the see of Chichester:8 Blue,  Our Lord  clad  in white with
a  golden girdle  seated  upon  a  throne  gold and having a  sword  coming  out of
His  mouth with  its blade silver and its hilt gold. The  blazon  takes varying forms,
sometimes  with the figure  crowned  gold.  Dorling  states that it was bishop John
Arundel  (Story’s predecessor) who first placed the figure upon a  shield  as arms:
hitherto  it had appeared  only on seals.
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Research Notes  and  Queries
P. W.  HAMMOND

THE  SCOTS  AT  BOSWORTH
Many recent historians  have  written on the Battle of Bosworth and  have

commented on the composition of the army which Henry Tudor  brought  to the
field.  Most  of  them have  cited Commines as evidence for his having some  3000
French  mercenaries, commanded by Philibert de Chandée, but  very few  have
mentioned the  possibility that  some  of his mercenaries  were  Scotsmen. John
Major, whose history was printed in  1521, and Robert Lindsay of  Pitscottie,
whose work was  written  some  40 years later, had no doubt  that  at least  1000
of  them  were  Scots (Agnes  Conway, Henry VII’s relations with Scotland  and
Ireland  1485-1498, 1932, p.6). One of  those  named as leaders of the force, a
Sir Alexander  Bruce, certainly received an annuity from Henry VII in March
1486  for his personal service to the King, and the other, Henderson of Had-
dingtor)1, may have  been connected with the French  Scots  Guard  (Conway,
pp.6, 7  .

This latter possibility is most interesting, since whether or not James III
of  Scots allowed his countrymen to join Henry Tudor, it  seems  very likely that
Charles  VIII  of France sent  over some  of his  Scots  Guard.  There  is a  strong
tradition  that  one Bernard (or  Beraud) Stuart  fought  at  Bosworth, his  name  is
mentioned in this  context  by Bishop Lesley of Ross and by William Drummond
in their  histories  (written c. 1587 and during the early seventeenth century
respectively). Neither  give  evidence for their  statement  but it is very likely that
Drummond at least  used contemporary records (see Conway pp.  xxiii—xxiv).
Both  state  categorically that  Stuart  led an army sent to England with  Henry
Tudor  (see Andrew Stuart,  Genealogical History of the  Stewarts, 1798, pp.  198—9,
for  quotations  from Lesley and Drummond). Stuart did lead an embassy to
Edinburgh in  1484 where  he  signed  a treaty of friendship between France and
Scotland, and it has been suggested  that  this embassy would have  been a
suitable time to arrange for  Scots help for Henry of Richmond (Conway, p.7).
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